D.   APPENDIX
arabic sources for the history of the baghd!d gaoxate
in the thirteenth century
"VV^HEN Jews are mentioned by name in the works of Arab
* * historians, the reason should be sought in their particular
importance for the public life of their period. A number of those
Jewish personalities, who played a leading and active part in the
political or economic life of Islam, have been dealt with in the
previous chapters. In the Arabic chronicles, and particularly
in those of 'Iriiq in the thirteenth century, we also meet the names
of Jews who did their work within their own community, but who
are mentioned there as having been the official representatives
of their community. Usually these were the heads of the Jewish
Academy in Baghdad, the ui Ra's Mathiba "' or ;" Gaon ".1 They
are made the subject of this appendix because the material
concerning them in the Arabic sources shows yet another angle
of the relationship between the Islamic state of the Middle Ages
and Babylonian Jewry.
While the institution of the Exilarch, the £i Besh Galuta,"
.         s.
dl»j!U-!  j-'b' did find certain references in Arabic literature,2
the institution of the '' Resh Methibta ", the Gaon, could scarcely
be identified in Arabic sources. We learn, however, now from the
Arabic chronicle oilbn as-Sd'i,3 only recently published, and from
that- of Ibn al-Fuicati* that the Gaonate is also dealt with by the
1 In the thirteenth century Baghdad Jewry was represented by the heads
of the Academy. The latter regarded themselves as the legitimate successors
of the Graonim of Sura and Pnmbadita and also styled themselves Gaon or
Ra's Methibta.
-	J. Goldziher, " Renseignements de source musulmane sur la dignite
de Reach Galuta " (REJ., 1SS4, vol. viii, pp. 121 ff.).
5 al-Jami' al-Mukhtasar, Baghdad, 1934. On him see F. Wustenfeld,
Die GeschirTUsrJireiber der Araber, Gottingen, 18S1-2, Xo. 354. A short
history by this author has appeared under the title Mulchtasar akkbdr
al-Khutofa, Bulaq, 1309/1891. This, however, is not the work meant here.
*	al-Hawadith al-Jamica, Baghdad, 1932.   Vide F. Wtistenfeld, op. cit.,
No, 387^ and the introduction to this Chronicle by the editor.

